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New Highlands Report Empowers Leaders To Use Strengths In NewWays
The Highlands Company, publisher of the Highlands Ability Battery™ (HAB), an assessment that reveals

natural abilities, offers an enhanced tool to advance leaders at work.

New York, New York (April 20, 2016) – The Highlands Company released its Leadership Report 2.0, a self-
management tool for industry leaders and C-level executives. Leaders who complete the Highlands Ability
Battery (HAB) receive the customized report, which identifies their natural abilities and directs them to
leadership roles that capitalize on their strengths.

Since 1992, The Highlands Company has transformed the careers of tens of thousands of professionals
through the Highlands Whole Person Method and its global network of certified consultants. The Highlands
program is based on building a solid foundation of self-awareness.

“Effective leaders understand at their core the importance of knowing
themselves,” said The Highlands Company Director of Training Dori Stiles, Ph.D.
“Leaders often take assessments that touch on personal style and behavioral
tendencies, but a complete understanding of leadership effectiveness must
include knowledge of natural abilities. That’s what the HAB does.”

The HAB Leadership Report 2.0 provides an in-depth overview of how one leads,
communication style and the natural approach to learning and solving problems.
With a thorough understanding of natural leadership style, the leader is
provided tips on how to lean toward strengths, best communicate with a team
and identify potential blind spots.

Leaders may take the HAB individually or through a group workshop facilitated by a Highlands Certified
Consultant. Consultants are listed in The Highlands Company online directory. Organizations such as IBM,
JPMorganChase, Coca Cola and many others have used the Highlands Ability Battery, leadership report and
corporate programs for various programs that have included professional development, mentoring, team
building, retaining staff and developing career visions and workplace loyalty.

Members of the media and organizations are invited to review the new HAB Leadership Report 2.0 on the
Highlands website and to contact Sara Lancaster at sara@no2pen.com to arrange for an interview sample
Highlands debrief.

About The Highlands Company
The Highlands Company is the publisher of the Highlands Ability Battery™ (HAB), which is an objective, timed
assessment measuring 19 aptitude and personal style dimensions. The HAB is based on the research of
Johnson O'Connor. The HAB and proprietary Whole Person Method and Model reveal natural talents and
guide participants on a journey of self-discovery. First applying HAB results to individuals seeking career
changes in 1992, the career guidance boutique firm expanded program offerings by certifying professionals
worldwide (over 300) and developing applications for use inside organizations. Our certified consultants all
over the globe are ready to work with individuals to identify natural talents and with organizations to
improve employee job satisfaction, efficiency and self-awareness. Learn more at highlandsco.com.
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